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Cabin Journal Guest Book
Rustic Weathered Wood Guest Book for Cottage or Cabin
Guests This simple yet stylish rustic guest book is perfect for
cabin/cottage rentals and more. With its sleek matte cover
and weathered wood background, this guest book will capture
the memories of your Vacation/Holiday in style! It has 100
pages with prompts 8.25"X6" in size, for your guest to sign
and leave their comments. This guestbook is perfect to
display as well as easy for your guests to write in. Excellent
way to remember the fun times; easy to use fill in the blanks
format with prompts to guide you on stuff to write Great
cottage memory diary book for guests to write their thoughts
about how they liked their vacation stay up north Leave the
Journal at your cabin to write down your memorable activities,
chores and projects Makes a great gift to give to people
visiting your hotel, beach house, camp site, bed and
breakfast, rental property Excellent Gift for Your: Dad,
Brother, Sister, Boss, Friend...anyone who loves the
outdoors.
HARDBACK, gloss finish cover 8.5" x 8.5" (216mm x 216
mm) 96 lined quality white pages Welcome page with space
to add your personalized message Open layout - each page
is headed 'Guests' with an open layout for you to use as you
wish.
This beautiful cabin guest book contains 150 guestbook
pages plus a title page containing a special Welcome
message. Guestbook pages contain fields for: * Guest Names
* Traveling From * Arrived * Departed * Messages
(Comments) Reliable standards: Book industry perfect
binding (the same standard binding as the books in your local
library). Tough Glossy Full-color SOFT cover. Crisp white
paper, with quality that minimizes ink bleed-through. The
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book is great for either pen or pencil users.
The co-authors of American Rustic share inspirations for
rustic elegance in home design for those who love living well
in wild places. This gorgeously photographed volume offers
visions of refined cabin style by top designers, builders,
architects, and artists. From Napa to Nashville and along the
Rocky Mountain spine, each project reflects the ways we live,
and play, in nature. Whether a bison ranch, a log fishing
cabin, a stone guest house, a lakeside retreat, a ski chalet, or
a wine country barn, each home exhibits whimsical, playful,
comfortable, and welcoming interiors and architecture—always
inspired by the land. The homes curated in Cabin Style
represent a fresh look at the genre, from traditional to
transitional to modern. Interviews with architects, designers,
builders and owners illuminate both the backstory and the
creative process. Photographer Audrey Hall and writer Chase
Reynolds Ewald have collaborated on five books, with their
book American Rustic being named one of Best Home
Design Books of 2015 by Architectural Digest.
This simple yet stylish rustic guest book with coniferous forest
is perfect for cabin/cottage rentals, residence, Airbnb, Log
home, Vacation Rental Guest Book, Guest House, Hotel, Bed
and Breakfast, Mountain Home and others. It has 150 lined
pages with places for: Guest Name(s) Traveling From Dates
of Stay Comments about visit. This guest book is perfect to
display as well as easy for your guests to write in. The
beautiful cover and attractive modern design is guaranteed to
impress all of your guests. Specifications: Cover Finish: Matte
Dimensions: 8.25" x 6" (20.96 x 15.24 cm) Interior: Blank,
White Paper, Unlined Pages: 150
Instant #1 New York Times bestseller. "The Atlantic writer
drafts a history of slavery in this country unlike anything
you’ve read before” (Entertainment Weekly). Beginning in
his hometown of New Orleans, Clint Smith leads the reader
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on an unforgettable tour of monuments and landmarks—those
that are honest about the past and those that are not—that
offer an intergenerational story of how slavery has been
central in shaping our nation’s collective history, and
ourselves. It is the story of the Monticello Plantation in
Virginia, the estate where Thomas Jefferson wrote letters
espousing the urgent need for liberty while enslaving more
than four hundred people. It is the story of the Whitney
Plantation, one of the only former plantations devoted to
preserving the experience of the enslaved people whose lives
and work sustained it. It is the story of Angola, a former
plantation–turned–maximum-security prison in Louisiana that
is filled with Black men who work across the 18,000-acre land
for virtually no pay. And it is the story of Blandford Cemetery,
the final resting place of tens of thousands of Confederate
soldiers. A deeply researched and transporting exploration of
the legacy of slavery and its imprint on centuries of American
history, How the Word Is Passed illustrates how some of our
country’s most essential stories are hidden in plain
view—whether in places we might drive by on our way to work,
holidays such as Juneteenth, or entire neighborhoods like
downtown Manhattan, where the brutal history of the trade in
enslaved men, women, and children has been deeply
imprinted. Informed by scholarship and brought to life by the
story of people living today, Smith’s debut work of nonfiction
is a landmark of reflection and insight that offers a new
understanding of the hopeful role that memory and history
can play in making sense of our country and how it has come
to be.
Enjoy your Guest Book Cabin Edition with an amazing lined
Cabin Guestbook notebook, and start noting all your Vacation
memories for this year, and note every funny moments from
the Guest House with your best Bed and Breakfast novels of
the year. and Yes, record lasting memories are Requested.
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Buy this amazing and perfect Cabin Guest Book gift for man
elegant notebook for your self or for anyone who has
Vacation memories or loves the guests' names, well wishes,
mailing addresses, and email addresses. Perfect for
documenting notes, ideas organizing thoughts or even
sketching. 6x9 inches 110 blank lined pages stylish matte
finish cover Check out our other awesome designs for all
ages by clicking on our brand name.
How big does a home really need to be? When Henry
decides to build a cabin for himself in the woods, he gets
some help and a lot of advice from his friends. But Henry,
being Henry, has his own ideas, and he sets about building
his house as a bird builds its nest. As he adds everything he
thinks his cabin needs, Henry’s new home ends up being a
lot bigger than it looks! Inspired by the life of Henry David
Thoreau, and illustrated with nature-filled paintings by author
and artist D. B. Johnson, Henry Builds a Cabin is a thoughtful
and beautiful meditation on what a home can be.
Cabin guest book (size 8.25" x 6") to capture your guests
memories of their stay at your home or rental cabin. Comes
with 150 pages inside, the printed lines on each page provide
space for up to 300 names and messages. This stylish guest
book offers a fun way for guests to connect and share their
experiences at your residence.
A withdrawn adolescent boy's initiation into the occult draws
him ever deeper into the bizarre world of witchcraft, voodoo,
and satanism until, at age sixteen, he commits suicide.
A cottage journal to record your adventures, memories,
visitors and vital cottage information. A log to be filled out
each time you visit your cottage which creates a valuable
keepsake for generations to come.
Rustic Mountains Vacation Guest Book Cabin : this guest
book will capture the memories of your Vacation Holiday in
style It has 120 pages with prompts, for your guest to sign in
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and leave their comments. features : Size 8.25x6 inches
Premium matte soft cover 120 pages Contain : ? date ? guest
name ? traveled from ? tell us about your visit Excellent way
to remember the fun times; easy to use fill in the blanks
format with prompts to guide you on stuff to write Great
cottage memory diary book for guests to write their thoughts
about how they liked their vacation stay up north Leave the
Journal at your cabin to write down your memorable activities,
chores and projects Makes a great gift to give to people
visiting your hotel, beach house, camp site, bed and
breakfast, rental property grabe your copy right now all this is
less than 8 bucks !!

This cabin guest book is the perfect book for your
visitors, friends, family and guests to record their
memories and experiences during their stay at your
house! This Book Contains: - Guest Names Arrived- Departed- - Travelled from - Messages to
host DON'T let this your cabin memories be
forgotten, grab this guest book and start preserving
those special moments!
Cabin Visitor Log This Simple and elegant Poor
Guestbook is Valid For Rental Cabins / Cottages,
etc. With its elegant Matte Cover, This Guest Book
Will Capture Your Holiday Memories / Elegant Chic!
This Guest Book is Very Convenient to Display,
Easy For Your Guests to Write. The Exquisite Cover
and Modern, Charming Design are Guaranteed To
impress all Your Guests. Dimensions: 8. 25" x 6"
inches Number of pages: 110" Great Gift For
Parents, Brothers, Sisters, Bosses, Friends, For
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Anyone Who Loves Outdoor Activities...
Cabin Guest Log Book for Visitors, Cabin Journal,
Lake House Guest Book. Vacation Rental Guest
Book, Airbnb, Guest House, Hotel, Bed and
Breakfast, Mountain Home (Elite Guest Book).
Contemporary Wood Design. Guest book for cabin
with fields to enter details of - name email phone
address favorite memory of the trip Message to the
host The beautiful cover and attractive modern
design are guaranteed to impress all of your guests.
Guest Book For Cabin +140 Sheets For Cabin
Visitors: Vacation Guest Book This Cabin Guest
Book offers: 140 Beautiful & Organized Guest
Sheets. 5 Arranged Tables: Guest Infomation (Date,
Number ...), Favorite Things about The Cabin,
Message To The Host... &More. Table For Guest
With: Guest Name, Address, Date... & More. High
Resolution Printing. A Great Gift For Family &
Friends. Buy Now & Enjoy... Scroll to the top of the
page and click the Add to Cart button.
"Should appeal to all rugged individualists who
dream of escape to the forest."—The New York
Times Book Review Sam Gribley is terribly unhappy
living in New York City with his family, so he runs
away to the Catskill Mountains to live in the
woods—all by himself. With only a penknife, a ball of
cord, forty dollars, and some flint and steel, he
intends to survive on his own. Sam learns about
courage, danger, and independence during his year
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in the wilderness, a year that changes his life
forever. “An extraordinary book . . . It will be read
year after year.” —The Horn Book
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
The twisty new thriller from the New York Times
bestselling author of The Couple Next Door and A
Stranger in the House A weekend retreat at a cozy
mountain lodge is supposed to be the perfect
getaway . . . but when the storm hits, no one is
getting away It's winter in the Catskills and Mitchell's
Inn, nestled deep in the woods, is the perfect setting
for a relaxing--maybe even romantic--weekend
away. It boasts spacious old rooms with huge
woodburning fireplaces, a well-stocked wine cellar,
and opportunities for cross-country skiing,
snowshoeing, or just curling up with a good murder
mystery. So when the weather takes a turn for the
worse, and a blizzard cuts off the electricity--and all
contact with the outside world--the guests settle in
and try to make the best of it. Soon, though, one of
the guests turns up dead--it looks like an accident.
But when a second guest dies, they start to panic.
Within the snowed-in paradise, something--or
someone--is picking off the guests one by one. And
there's nothing they can do but hunker down and
hope they can survive the storm--and one another.
Life Is Better At The Cabin Funny guest book, journal, diary,
doodle book, list book or notebook with rustic log cabin in the
woods and arrow graphic. Perfect gift for campers, fishermen,
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hunters, hikers or outdoors men and women who love the
cabin or lake life. Plenty of room to write in dates, names,
comments and memories from your guests. Wide Ruled
Paper 110 Lined Pages
Vacation home guest books are a great way to have guests
and visitors leave messages, advice, and comments for your
rental and it's fun for visitors to read the comments and
stories about their stay that past visitors have left. There are
lines for name and address so that you can easily reference
their e-mail or address to contact them after their stay. It's a
great keepsake for you to hold onto memories of each of your
home's guests and to get feedback on your vacation home
amenities and features.ThisHouse Guest Book is the perfect
sign in book for your house or cabin, vacation rental, airbnb,
vrbo or guest house visitors or renters. let your guests share
their stories with future travelers & live vicariously through the
words of the travelers before them.This Vacation Guest Book
is an excellent way for your guests, to share their memories,
experiences, and leave feedback.Guest Book Features:-- 120
Pages-- 8,25" x 6" inches-- Premium Matte Cover-- White
paper-- Made in USADON'T let this your cabin memories be
forgotten, grab this beautiful and rustic guest book and start
preserving those special cabin moments! Buy now and get
more visitors. For more books click on the author's name :
FAJALI Books.
Cabin Guest Book! A Cabin Guest Book for visitors of your
Cabin place! This guest book for Cabin rentals is the perfect
way to capture your guests' memories in style! With 150 lined
pages, Your guests will have plenty of room to sign their
name and share their memories and stories of their stay. If
you are an Cabin host or own a vacation rental, then this
guestbook will make it easy for your guests to share their
memories of your home with fields for: Guest Names Dates of
Stay Traveling From Favorite things about this stay Nearby
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Places I'd recommend Message to the Host The beautiful
cover and attractive modern design are guaranteed to
impress all of your guests.
A Read with Jenna Today Show Book Club Pick! Finalist for
the 2020 National Book Award (Fiction) A Best Book of the
Year From: The Washington Post * Time * NPR * Elle *
Esquire * Kirkus * Library Journal * The Chicago Public
Library * The New York Public Library * BookPage * The
Globe and Mail * EW.com * The LA Times * USA Today *
InStyle * The New Yorker * AARP * Publisher's Lunch *
LitHub * Book Marks * Electric Literature * Brooklyn Based *
The Boston Globe A magnetic novel about two families,
strangers to each other, who are forced together on a long
weekend gone terribly wrong. From the bestselling author of
Rich and Pretty comes a suspenseful and provocative novel
keenly attuned to the complexities of parenthood, race, and
class. Leave the World Behind explores how our closest
bonds are reshaped—and unexpected new ones are forged—in
moments of crisis. Amanda and Clay head out to a remote
corner of Long Island expecting a vacation: a quiet reprieve
from life in New York City, quality time with their teenage son
and daughter, and a taste of the good life in the luxurious
home they’ve rented for the week. But a late-night knock on
the door breaks the spell. Ruth and G. H. are an older
couple—it’s their house, and they’ve arrived in a panic. They
bring the news that a sudden blackout has swept the city. But
in this rural area—with the TV and internet now down, and no
cell phone service—it’s hard to know what to believe. Should
Amanda and Clay trust this couple—and vice versa? What
happened back in New York? Is the vacation home, isolated
from civilization, a truly safe place for their families? And are
they safe from one other?
In How to Get Away, Jon Staff and Pete Davis consider our
troubled relationship with technology, urbanization, and work.
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When and why have we become so dependent on our cell
phones? How do green spaces--and the lack of them--affect
our minds, bodies, and relationships? Why is it so hard for us
to set aside our work and take a real vacation? Blending
cultural history with contemporary research and insights from
scholars and trend-watchers, Staff and Davis present a
compelling case for restoring balance between technology
and disconnection, city and nature, and work and leisure.
Along the way, the authors draw on their own experience, the
lives of pioneers and innovators like landscape architect
Frederick Law Olmsted and conservationist Margaret Murie,
lifestyle trends like homesteading and hygge, and the wisdom
of philosophers, poets, and scientists ranging from Aristotle to
Oliver Sacks. How to Get Away offers a nuanced perspective
on our past, a call to action for our present, and a hopeful
vision for a more balanced future.
Hardcover (8.5" x 8.5") 110 PGS

Rustic Cabin Guest Book with 150 lined pages This
stylish yet rustic guestbook is the perfect addition to
your cabin! This guest book, with it's rustic wood
illustration and attractive lettering, is guaranteed to
compliment your cabin décor and capture your
guest's memories for years to come! Having 150
lined interior pages, it provides a generous amount
of room for your cabin guests' to sign their name and
leave their thoughts & memories. If you are looking
for charming cabin guest book that will leave a
lasting impression on your guests, then this one is
for you!
After a series of shattering losses, all Jackson
Sansbury wants is solitude. Hoping to escape his
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tiny hometown of Trinity Falls, Ohio, with its
concerned neighbors and painful memories, he's
purchased a secluded cabin resort and thrown
himself into renovating the property. He doesn't
expect any distractions--until an unlikely guest
arrives--a woman who hasn't roughed it a day in her
life, yet whose fearlessness just might be
contagious. . . A successful songwriter, Los Angeles
native Audra Lane has come to Harmony Cabins to
recharge her creativity. She's not looking for
company, but she does need a guide--and she can't
help noticing the sexy, albeit grumpy, Jackson. Soon
she discovers that this insightful, private man has
more to teach her than how to hike and fish. And as
Audra inspires Jackson to express his emotions, the
two find themselves falling in love. But neither can
hide in the woods forever--and when the past brings
challenges, their newfound strengths will be put to
the test. . . Praise for Regina Hart's Trinity Falls
"Rich and satisfying, with just the right amount of
heat." --LuAnn McLane
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